Qmatic - Customer Success Story - BPC

Making Banca Popolare del Cassinate
the bank of the future...now"

”

The customer is at the heart of the Bank's strategic and
organizational choices. This is why we are investing in
technologies that allow us to create a personalized
relationship with our customers, at every point of contact.
Dr. Giuseppe Fiorillo—Head of BPC Marketing
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throughout the customer's visit to the bank,"
continues Dr. Fiorillo.
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throughout Lazio region

The Solution
The Banca Popolare del Cassinate (BPC)
was founded in 1955 with the aim of
promoting
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battered by bombing.
With 25 branches, 150 employees and more
than 1600 members, BPC is now the oldest
local people's bank in the province of
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Experience Solutions led to a pilot project (at
two major branches) based on Qmatic
technology: Digital Signage and SelfCheck in Kiosk systems.

THE CHALLENGES
 Improve the customer's experience
in the branch

 Reduce waiting times
 Increase work productivity
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MAIN ADVANTAGES
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 Customers feel more satisfied
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THE SOLUTION

 Full control of branch performance
using the Business Intelligence module

